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Gene Index analysis of the human genome estimates 
approximately 120,000 genes
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Although sequencing of the human genome will soon be completed, gene identification and annotation 
remains a challenge. Early estimates suggested that there might be 60,000–100,000 (ref. 1) human genes, 
but recent analyses of the available data from EST sequencing projects have estimated as few as 45,000 
(ref. 2) or as many as 140,000 (ref. 3) distinct genes. The Chromosome 22 Sequencing Consortium 
estimated a minimum of 45,000 genes based on their annotation of the complete chromosome, although 
their data suggests there may be additional genes4. The nearly 2,000,000 human ESTs in dbEST provide an 
important resource for gene identification and genome annotation, but these single-pass sequences must 
be carefully analysed to remove contaminating sequences, including those from genomic DNA, spurious 
transcription, and vector and bacterial sequences



The problem of development

Unicellular > colonial,
limited differentiation

~1014 positionally distinct cells,
with precise architecture

and differentiated function
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Central dogma and the lac paradigm:  genes are synonymous with proteins
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The genetic basis of eukaryotic complexity and variation

• The number of protein-coding genes does not scale strongly or 
consistently with complexity: Just 5% of our genome

- insects only have just over twice as many protein-coding 
genes (~13,500) as yeast (~6,000) and P. aeruginosa
(~5,200).

- insects have 50% fewer protein-coding genes than the 
nematode worm C. elegans (~19,000), which has only 1,000 cells.

- vertebrate (human, mouse, fish) protein-coding gene numbers 
(30,000) are only slightly higher than that of C. elegans, and 

less than those of plants (rice ~40,000).

• The relative amount of noncoding DNA does scale with 
complexity.



Vertebrates

Ciona (chordate)

Invertebrates
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R.J. Taft and J.S. Mattick, http://genomebiology.com/2003/5/1/P1
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Ultra-conserved (UC) elements: 
sequences “frozen” in vertebrates
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• All are intergenic or intronic (some overlap alternative splice sites).

• Many more, and larger, when allow small substitutions and indels.

• Far more conserved than protein-coding sequences.  Very low 
probability of finding even one ultraconserved sequence by chance 

• Most are conserved in chickens, two-thirds (core) conserved in 
fishes. Most are conserved > 400 Mya

(< 10-22)
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Revised definition of gene and flow of genetic information

gene (transcription unit / cluster)
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protein
catalytic functions
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signal transduction and regulation of gene 
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Information derived from Genomics Programs

•gene discovery (expressed sequences)

•genome variation (SNPs/polymorphisms)

•genome architecture (transposable 
elements/evolution)

•genetic interactions between pathogens and their 
hosts (orthologous sequences)













Functional Genomics



Patched gene expression in developing hair follicle



Transfected Patched co-localises with 
Rab23

Rab23-GFP Patched Merge

BHK-21 Patched / Rab23-GFP



Patched localisation to recycling endosomes supported
by co-localisation with transferrin receptor



Ptcneo/+;Ncre Brains

No tumour +/∆ Ncre +/∆ Ubiq cre
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Medical Impact of Genomics Research

• Drug candidates (proteins)
• Gene therapy
• Target identification & validation 

and subsequent small molecule drug 
discovery

• Pharmacogenomics and drug 
development

• Diagnosis and disease management



Success Rates
•new drug: >$US600 million

•time line is 12-15 years

•5% compounds tested enter preclinical 
trials

•2% preclinical candidates enter clinical 
trials

•• 80% drugs in Phase I fail
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The Challenge
“Most genetic traits in populations of humans and other organisms are 
determined by many factors, including genetic and environmental 
components, which interact in often unpredictable ways.  For such 
complex traits, the whole is not only greater than the sum of its 
parts, it may be different from the sum of its parts.  Thus, complex 
traits have an architecture that consists of all genetic and 
environmental factors that contribute to the trait, as well as their 
magnitude and theirinteractions. ….... 

The analysis of complex traits does not lend itself 
to quick and easy solutions”



“complex genetic traits”
Endometriosis
Multiple sclerosis
IDDM
BCC
Hypertension

Eczema
ADHD
Fertility
Rheumatoid arthritis
Host/Parasite  
responsiveness
Osteoarthritis
NIDDMNephropathy

Alcoholism
Menopausal age
Preclampsia
Uterine fibroids
Psoriasis



SNPs

• Common DNA sequence variation 
between individuals.

• Both private and publicly funded 
SNP projects.

• Utility for discerning the genetic 
basis of common human disease.
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Cyclotides: Discovery

Gran thesis

•Native medicine- uterotonic agent

•Prototypic member is kalata B1

•29 amino acids, circular backbone

•Knotted disulfide topology



Kalata B1: a compact mini-protein
with a structurally conserved framework

www.cyclotide.com



Larval growth +/- kalata B1
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•GM crops produced 1.8 billion kg more than conventional varieties
•Boosted farm incomes by $US1.5 billlion
•Cut pesticide usage by 20.8 million kg

National Centre for Food and Agricultural Policy, Bio2002, June 10 2002.

• natural insecticides for plants
• plant-to-plant gene transfer



Thank you!
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